Sir,

Acute kidney injury (AKI), prevalent in critically ill patients, is multifactorial and is associated with increased morbidity and mortality even in recent days. Knowing the factors associated with mortality in patients with AKI in the intensive care unit (ICU) patients are likely to help us in decision making and better management of such patients. In this line, we read the article on predictors of mortality in acute kidney injury patients admitted to medical intensive care unit by Saxena A et al. The report highlights many relatively less known facts in Indian scenario; however, we feel one interesting fact/finding needs further clarification.

The authors Saxena A, Meshram SV have found that the use or non-use of hemodialysis (HD) was not associated with decreased or increased in-hospital mortality among the cohort. In this aspect, we feel a few facts need to be considered. One of the critical factors which is considered in context to dialysis-related mortality is ‘dialysis adequacy’. The adequate duration of dialysis, appropriate clearances of solutes, hemoglobin levels in dialyzed patients, etc. plays a vital role in this aspect. The magnitude of change in serum creatinine between admission and initiation of renal replacement therapy (RRT) has also been shown to be associated with outcome (i.e., mortality). The authors Saxena A, Meshram SV increased serum creatinine at the diagnosis of AKI and increased the difference between the peak value within 48 hours of diagnosis and at the diagnosis was significantly associated with increased mortality. The authors have also found that metabolic acidosis and hyperkalemia were significantly associated with increased mortality. As effective RRT is also capable of managing both the conditions, the inability of HD to reduce mortality in the cohort puts a question mark on the HD adequacy again. Moreover, an absolute higher creatinine concentration was associated with greater use of dialysis and is associated with decreased mortality.

All these circumstances lead us to a few facts; what were the criteria used to determine the need and starting of RRT? Were the patients, those required RRT in survivor and nonsurvivor group similar in context to initial serum creatinine, K⁺, pH, AKI and disease severity levels? Was the RRT equally efficacious among the survivor and nonsurvivors? Therefore, we feel that monitoring and analyzing these parameters would have given us a more explicit message.
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